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Abstract - Scheduling is a key decision-making process within the industrial manufacturing sectors. Effective scheduling is 

crucial for enhancing the company's key performance indicators and competitiveness. Job shop scheduling is used extensively 

in real-world businesses and is challenging to solve due to its NP-hard complexity. Nature-inspired optimization methods have 

proven to solve various difficult optimization issues successfully. This paper presents nature-based multi-hybrid methods for 

solving job shop scheduling issues. The extensive experiments of these proposed methods are carried out to assess their 

performance in all well-known reference instances. An in-depth analysis of other methods available in the literature is also 

conducted to validate and compare the reliability and efficacy of the proposed methods. The computational results demonstrate 

that the proposed methods have achieved high performance and have provided better results. The proposed methods were 

more competitive and effective for the considered problem. 
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1. Introduction 
Scheduling is one of the most crucial matters for 

production systems. It is the decision-making process on how 

to assign resources across various job opportunities. 

Scheduling implies allocating resources over a certain period 

to complete a range of jobs. In production scheduling, 

resources are machinery, while activities are a variety of job 

operations. Performance metrics are either Cmax, delay, 

deadlines, etc. 

Job shop scheduling can be implemented in production 

processes and effectively affects the production time and 

factory production cost [1]. Consequently, solving Job shop 

scheduling problems makes the manufacturer more 

competitive. The job shop scheduling issue is one of the 

largest and most complex issues of the NP class [2]. Hence, 

it is challenging to solve.  

In industry, the job shop scheduling issue is quite 

common and is used in many instances. Job shop scheduling 

issue is defined as creating an operational schedule for N jobs 

on M machines. Jobs are not related to each other. Each job 

is constituted by many operations which have to be 

performed in sequence. The aim is to reduce the Cmax., 

which is the total time for all the jobs completed. Thus, it is 

an issue of optimization.  

This paper introduces nature-inspired multi-hybrid 

optimization approaches to solve job shop scheduling 

problems. 

The rest of the paper comprises the following major 

sections: Section II provides the literature review. Section III 

describes the material and method. Section IV presents the 

analysis and discussion of the results. Section V provides the 

conclusion with future research. The last section lists the 

references. 

2. Literature Review 
On the one hand, the literature draws on the authors' 

accumulated background in previous works and published in 

various articles. On the other hand, a general review of the 

literature on work connected with the job shop scheduling 

issue. The papers studied show that most of the work focuses 

on testing the developed techniques on the benchmark or the 

problems generated. The job shop scheduling benchmark 

instances are FT [3], LA [4], ABZ [5], ORB [6], YN [7], 

SWV [8], TA [9], and DMU [10]. 

Researchers have developed numerous methods, such as 

exact methods, heuristics, metaheuristics, and hybrid 

methods [11], to ensure optimum or almost optimum 
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solutions to job-shop scheduling problems. Table 1 shows 

some methods developed to solve job shop scheduling issues. 

Table 1. The Developed Methods for Solving Job Shop Scheduling 

Problems 

Proposed Method Reference 

Parallel BA [12] 

EA (island models) + TS [13] 

EA+TS [14] 

EA+SS / EA+TS [15] 

EA+TS+Akers method [16] 

INSA+NIS+TS [17] 

TSAB [18] 

Parallel EA (MPI's collective communication) 

+ SA 
[19] 

RL+CNN [20] 

SA [21] 

TS+SBP [22] 

FDS+LNS [23] 

EA+TS [24] 

TS / TS-logistic regression model [25] 

CRO-WTC / GA-WTC / SEJSP [26] 

EA+LS [27] 

Parallel ABC / ABC [28] 

 

These developed methods have been tested on the 

benchmark instances FT [12], ABZ [13-15], YN [14-17], 

ORB [13,26,27], TA [13] [15-25], DMU 

[15,16,20,21,24,25], LA [12,14,26], SWV [14,16,23,24,28]. 

A few studies conducted in the job shop scheduling field are 

presented in [29]. 

However, to the fullest knowledge of the authors, very 

few contributions are available within the literature that 

examines the multi-hybridization of nature-inspired 

optimization approaches to solve job shop scheduling issues 

and conduct an extensive comparative study. 

3. The Material and Method 
Optimization is the procedure of improving something, 

testing variants of an original design and using the 

information obtained to enhance the idea. The optimization 

issues can be observed in many fields, including computer 

systems, economy, manufacturing systems, etc. Over the past 

few years, some methods of optimization have been 

developed using an analogy inspired by nature [29-32].  

The methods inspired by nature offer distinct benefits, 

like simplicity, flexibility, and the capacity to solve difficult 

issues. All nature-based methods comprise the ability to 

explore and exploit. The disadvantage is that these methods 

have unbalanced exploration and exploitation procedures. 

Consequently, the ability of nature-based methods to solve 

various optimization issues effectively and efficiently needs 

to be enhanced. Increasing the problem-solving capability of 

nature-inspired methods is usually obtained through the 

alteration of existing algorithms, hybridization of algorithms 

and development of new approaches. 

The authors of this paper focus on the popular methods of 

optimization inspired by nature, that is, the Artificial Bee 

Colony method (ABC) and the Bat method (BA). 

3.1. Artificial Bee Colony Method (ABC) 

The Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (ABC) belongs to 

the methodological optimization class called the nature-based 

optimization algorithm. It draws inspiration from the 

intelligent foraging behaviors of the honeybee swarm. This 

method was first established by Karaboga in 2005 [33] to 

address multi-dimensional and multi-modal optimization 

issues [34]. It delivers best-in-class solutions in a wide range 

of areas [35-38] and improves results by performing a variety 

of iterations with obtainable alternatives to solve complex 

issues. A comprehensive outline of ABC usage is accessible 

in [50]. 

In the method of Artificial Bee Colony, three types of 

foraging bees are available: employed bees, onlooker bees, 

and scout bees. The procedure of the method of Artificial Bee 

Colony is outlined in [29]. 

The method of Artificial Bee Colony has the following 

advantages: 

• Facility for operation and implementation. 

• Global and local search capacity. 

• Ability to solve a range of optimization problems. 

• Capability to integrate with other algorithms and 

enhance the performance of fixed optimization issues. 

The disadvantages of the method of Artificial Bee 

Colony are the following: 

• Parameter settings, time and precision, are needed for 

adjustment. 

• The probabilistic of local search of the algorithm. 

• Random initialization. 

3.2. Bat Method (BA) 

The Bat Algorithm (BA) [40,41] is an innovative 

population-based technique appropriate for challenging 

optimization issues. It is a nature-based technique developed 

by Yang [41] that utilizes frequency adjustment to imitate the 

basic behavior of bat echolocation. 

The concept of echolocating bats is a type of sonar that 

helps them find their prey and distinguish the various insects 

in total darkness. The echolocation makes it easier for bats to 

measure a flying insect's size, position, range, velocity and 

direction. The bats fly with variable frequencies, sound 

intensity and pulse emitting rates, which can be used to 

develop bat algorithm upgrade equations. A solution vector 

for an issue is a position vector for a bat in the search area. 
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For the implementation of the suggested algorithm, an 

idealized set of rules are given in the following manner [40]: 

1. The echolocation used by All bats to detect the distance 

and perceive the difference between food and barriers 

alike, even in the dark. 

2. Bats fly arbitrarily randomly with speed 𝑣𝑖
𝑡 in position 𝑥𝑖

𝑡 

with a fixed frequency 𝑓𝑖, the wavelength 𝛽 variable, and 

the intensity 𝐴𝑖
𝑡 looking for prey. They automatically 

regulate the transmitted pulse frequency and the 𝑟𝑖
𝑡pulse 

emission rate, depending on their target's proximity. 

3. The sound intensity varies from a large 𝐴𝑖
𝑡 looking for 

prey to a constant minimal value in the direction of the 

prey. 

The BA algorithm is very strong because it uses the 

frequency adjustment method for increasing the range of 

solutions in the population (intensification). Simultaneously, 

the BA system uses the instinctive zoom procedure to 

preserve stability during the process of exploring. 

The major disadvantage of the standard BA algorithm is 

the sudden transition to the exploitation phase by rapidly 

varying 𝐴𝑖
𝑡 and 𝑟𝑖

𝑡. This rapid change can cause stagnation in 

the early phases [42]. 

Numerous researchers have acknowledged this 

limitation of the BA algorithm and have supplied strategies 

for improving the performance of this algorithm by using 

novel quasi-random sequence torus [43], fuzzy logic [42], 

chaotic sequence [44], deferential operator and Levy flight 

concepts [45]. The BA algorithm is highly powerful in that it 

combines the main advantages of other algorithms. 

3.3. The Proposed Methods 

New methods will become more necessary when nature-

inspired methods do not function properly. Combining two 

nature-inspired methods may be very helpful in achieving a 

more efficient method. The hybrid methods inspired by 

nature will be attractive as they combine the advantages of 

multiple methods, increase their efficiency by balancing 

exploitation and exploration processes and overcome the 

disadvantages of existing methods. 

The proposed hybridization between the artificial Bee 

Colony method (ABC) and the Bat method (BA) has been 

developed in this paper according to the LTH hybrid class 

[46]. These methods, called HABCBA and AHABCBA, 

consist of coupling the artificial Bee Colony method (ABC) 

with the Bat method (BA). The uniform randomized 

generating (URG) [51] is employed in the proposed methods 

HABCBA and AHABCBA to enhance the population of 

possible solutions. In the proposed methods HABCBA, the 

Bat method (BA) is added in the employed bees phase and 

(or) in the onlooker bees phase, and (or) in the scout bees 

phase of the Artificial Bee Colony method (ABC). 

Conversely, in the proposed methods AHABCBA, the 

employed bee phase, the onlooker bee phase, and the scout 

bee phase are replaced through the Bat method (BA). The 

HABCBA and AHABCBA methods are described in Table 

2. These proposed methods, HABCBA and AHABCBA, 

focus mainly on the minimization of Cmax. The procedures 

for implementing the HABCBA2 and AHABCBA1 methods 

are described in Figure 1. 

Table 2. The Description of the HABCBA and AHABCBA Methods 

  
AHABCBA / HABCBA 

Initialization phase Employed bee phase Onlooker bee phase Scout bee phase 

AHABCBA1 URG Replace by (BA)     

HABCBA1 URG Add (BA)     

AHABCBA2 URG Replace by (BA) Replace by (BA)   

HABCBA2 URG Add (BA) Add (BA)   

AHABCBA3 URG Replace by (BA) Replace by (BA) Replace by (BA) 

HABCBA3 URG Add (BA) Add (BA) Add (BA) 

AHABCBA4 URG   Replace by (BA)   

HABCBA4 URG   Add (BA)   

AHABCBA5 URG   Replace by (BA) Replace by (BA) 

HABCBA5 URG   Add (BA) Add (BA) 

AHABCBA6 URG     Replace by (BA) 

HABCBA6 URG     Add (BA) 

AHABCBA7 URG Replace by (BA)   Replace by (BA) 

HABCBA7 URG Add (BA)   Add (BA) 
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Fig. 1 The procedures of HABCBA2 and AHABCBA1 

Initialize : 

     Input parameters. 

     Number required for the termination criterion. 

     Solutions number. 

     Employed bees' number. 

     Onlooker bees' number. 

     Number of scout bees. 

     Possible solution populations by equation (1). 

Compute the fitness value for each solution function (7). 

Determine the most appropriate solution. 

g=1 

While (g< The specified generations number) 

g=g+1 

For (each employed bee) 

Generate a new solution by Applying BA. 

Determine the fitness value of these solutions using 

function (7). 

Determine the best solution. 

End For 

For (each onlooker bee) 

Generate a new solution by Applying BA. 

Choose the ith solution associated with the probability 

value (pi) using 

function (9). 

Determine the fitness value of these solutions using 

function (7). 

Determine the best solution. 

End For 

Generate a new solution based on the transmission function 

(10). 

Compute the fitness value for these solutions using function 

(7). 

Determine the best scout bee amongst the solutions 

produced. 

Compare (scout bee's best solution, employed bee's best 

solution, 

onlooker bee's best). 

Stock the best solution in the scout bee's phase and the 

remain 

solutions in the next iteration. 

Find the best solution from the scout bee's phase. 

End While 

Initialize : 

     Input parameters. 

     Number required for the termination criterion. 

     Solutions number. 

     Employed bees' number. 

     Onlooker bees' number. 

     Number of scout bees. 

     Possible solution populations by equation (1). 

Compute the fitness value for each solution function (7). 

Determine the most appropriate solution. 

g=1 

While (g< The specified generations number) 

g=g+1 

For (each employed bee) 

Applying BA. 

Identify the current best solution. 

End For 

For (each onlooker bee) 

Generate a new solution based on the function (8). 

Choose the ith solution associated with the probability value 

(pi) using 

function (9). 

Determine the fitness value of these solutions using function 

(7). 

Determine the best solution. 

End For 

Generate a new solution based on the transmission function 

(10). 

Compute the fitness value for these solutions using function 

(7). 

Determine the best scout bee amongst the solutions 

produced. 

Compare (scout bee's best solution, employed bee's best 

solution, 

onlooker bee's best). 

Stock the best solution in the scout bee's phase and the 

remain 

solutions in the next iteration. 

Find the best solution from the scout bee's phase. 

End While 

HABCBA2 AHABCB

A1 
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Initialize : 

     Bat population 𝑥𝑖
𝑡 ,Ɐ i = {1, 2, . . ., n}. 

     Velocity v of the n bats. 

     Pulse emission rate  𝑟𝑖
𝑡. 

     Loudness 𝐴𝑖
𝑡 . 

Specify the pulse frequency vel; at position  𝑥𝑖
𝑡. 

For all 𝑥𝑖
𝑡 

Compute objective function of all n bats Fi = ƒ (𝑥𝑖
𝑡) . 

End For 

Classify the bat population according to their fitness 

values. 

Identify the current best bat solution  𝑥𝑖
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 

c = 1 

While (c< Maximum number of iterations) 

c = c + 1 

 Update 𝐴𝑖
𝑡 as (5). 

 Update  𝑟𝑖
𝑡 ras (6). 

 For (loop over all n bats and all D-dimensions) 

       Adjust frequency as (2). 

       Update velocities as (3). 

       Update new solutions as (4). 

       If (rand > 𝑟𝑖
𝑡) 

       Make new solution using Lévy Flight as 

                         𝑥𝑖
𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖

𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 + δΘ L𝛌  (S) 

       End If 

      Verify if the new solution is in the problem area. 

      If (True)  

      Move to next step. 

      Else 

     Apply problem-bound constraints. 

     End 

     Evaluate the objective function at new solution 

created as 

                                 Fk = ƒ (𝑥𝑖
𝑡) 

    If ((rand <𝐴𝑖
𝑡) or (Fk < Fi)) 

    Accept the new solution. 

    End If 

   Classify the bat population. 

   Find the current best solution 𝑥𝑖
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 

 End For 

End While 
Fig. 2 The procedure of the BA method 

The procedure of the Bat method (BA) is illustrated in 

Figure 2. 

4. Results and Discussion 
The proposed methods HABCBA and AHABCBA are 

developed in the Java programming language on a machine 

that has the following configuration: Processor: Intel core i7, 

CPU speed: 2.5 GHz, RAM: 8 GB, OS: Windows 10. For 

each proposed method, HABCBAX and AHABCBAX, 

certain configuration settings are used for its effective 

functioning. The experiments were conducted using the same 

configuration parameters. 

The possible solution population is generated as follows 

[51]: 

𝑃𝑆 = 𝐿𝐵 +  𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑 [0,  1](𝑈𝐵 − 𝐿𝐵)  (1) 

The position, velocity and frequency updates in the 

echolocation behavior are made using the following 

equations [40]: 

  𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖 = 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛) 𝛽  (2)                   

   𝑣𝑖
𝑡 =  𝑣𝑖

𝑡−1 + (𝑥𝑖
𝑡−1  −  𝑥𝑖

𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡) 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖   (3) 

   𝑥𝑖
𝑡 =  𝑥𝑖

𝑡−1 + 𝑣𝑖
𝑡  (4) 

𝑣𝑖
𝑡  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥𝑖

𝑡   are the velocity and position values. 

𝑥𝑖
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡  is the global best location. 

𝛽 is the random distribution frequency vector within the 

range [0,1]. 

𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖  is the velocity increment. 

The loudness 𝐴𝑖
𝑡 and the rate of pulse emission 𝑟𝑖

𝑡 are 

according to the following equations [40]: 

 𝐴𝑖
𝑡 = 𝛼𝐴𝑖

𝑡−1   (5) 

  𝑟𝑖
𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖

𝑡−1(1 − ⅇ−𝛾(𝑡−1)) (6) 

𝛼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛾 are constants. 

The fitness value for each solution in the ABC phase is 

as below [48]: 

𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 =
1

(1+𝑓𝑖)
  𝑖𝑓 𝑓𝑖 ≥ 0 ;   𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 = 1 + │(𝑓𝑖)│ 𝑖𝑓 𝑓𝑖 < 0 (7) 

Where 𝑓𝑖 is the objective function value of ith solutions. 

The memory function is updated during the employed 

bees phase as follows [48]: 

  𝑦𝑖𝑗 =  𝑥𝑖𝑗 +  𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑 [−1, 1] (𝑥𝑖𝑗 +  𝑥𝑘𝑗), 𝑘 ≠ 𝑖  (8) 

𝑦𝑖𝑗  is a new achievable dimension value of the solutions that 

is changed by the value of its precedent solutions 𝑥𝑖𝑗 . 
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Fig. 3 The experimental findings of the proposed methods AHABCBA and HABCBA 

The probability value linked to the source of food 𝑝𝑖  in 

the onlooker bee phase is the following [48]: 

  𝑝𝑖 =  
𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖

∑ 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑘
𝑆𝑁
𝑘=1

   (9) 

fiti is the fitness value of ith the solution. 

SN is the number of possible solutions. 

The function of transmission during the scout phase is 

set as follows [49]: 

 𝑥𝑖
𝑗

=  𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗

 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 [0,1](𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗

− 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗

) (10) 

𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗

 is the lower limit of the search zone. 

𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗

 is the upper limit of the search zone. 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 

methods HABCBA and AHABCBA, these have been tested 

in all well-known reference instances existing in the 

literature. The results obtained by these methods are analyzed 

and compared against the best-known result (BKS) found by 

other methods. The experimental findings are presented in 

Figure 3.  
 

From Figure 3, it can be seen that: 

1. The proposed methods, HABCBA and AHABCBA, are 

provided with the best results compared to those achieved 

by other methods. 

2. The solutions of the proposed methods HABCBA3 

(hybridized in its three phases), HABCBA5 (hybridized 

in its scout bee and onlooker bee phase), and HABCBA7 

(hybridized in its scout bee and employed bee phase) are 

100% equal to the most well-known solutions in all 

reference instances. 

3. The solutions of the proposed methods AHABCBA2 (in 

its three phases), AHABCBA3 (hybridized in its 

employed bee and onlooker bee phase), and AHABCBA7 

(hybridized in its scout bee and employed bee phase) are 

100% equal to the most well-known solutions in all 

reference instances. 

 FT (3)  LA (40) ORB (10) SWV (20) ABZ (5) YN (4) TA (80) DMU (80) CAR (8)

Total Number

of Benchmark

 Instances

AHABCBA1 3 40 10 20 5 4 74 73 8 237

HABCBA1 3 40 10 20 5 4 75 72 8 237

AHABCBA2 3 40 10 20 5 4 80 80 8 250

HABCBA2 3 40 10 20 5 4 79 76 8 245

AHABCBA3 3 40 10 20 5 4 80 80 8 250

HABCBA3 3 40 10 20 5 4 80 80 8 250

AHABCBA4 3 40 10 20 5 4 75 75 8 240

HABCBA4 3 40 10 20 5 4 76 74 8 240

AHABCBA5 3 40 10 20 5 4 77 79 8 246

HABCBA5 3 40 10 20 5 4 80 80 8 250

AHABCBA6 3 40 10 20 5 4 75 77 8 242

HABCBA6 3 40 10 20 5 4 76 76 8 242

AHABCBA7 3 40 10 20 5 4 80 80 8 250

HABCBA7 3 40 10 20 5 4 80 80 8 250
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Fig. 4 The performances comparative of the suggested methods HABCBA 

4. The solutions of all the proposed methods, HABCBA and 

AHABCBA, are 100% equal to the most well-known 

solutions in FT (3), LA (40), ORB (10), SWV (20), ABZ 

(5), YN (4), and CAR (8).  

5. Only the solutions of the proposed methods HABCBA3, 

HABCBA5, HABCBA7, HABCBA2, AHABCBA3, and 

AHABCBA7 are 100% equal to the most well-known 

solutions in TA (80) and DMU (80). 

The performances comparative of HABCBA, based on 

the hybridization number, is given in Figure 4. 

From Figure 4, it can be seen that: 

1. The results of HABCBA hybridized in its three phases are 

equal to the result of HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee 

and onlooker bee phase. 

2. The results of HABCBA hybridized in its three phases are 

equal to the result of HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee 

and employed bee phase. 

3. The results of HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and 

onlooker bee phase is equal to the result of HABCBA 

hybridized in its scout bee and employed bee phase. 

4. The HABCBA hybridized in its two phases provided 

better results than the HABCBA hybridized in its one 

phase. 

5. The HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and onlooker 

bee phase provided better results than the HABCBA 

hybridized in its onlooker bee and employed bee phase. 

6. The HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and employed 

bee phase provided better results than the HABCBA 

hybridized in its onlooker bee and employed bee phase. 

7. The HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee phase provided 

better results than the HABCBA hybridized in its 

onlooker bee phase or employed bee phase. 

8. The HABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee phase 

provided better results than the HABCBA hybridized in 

its employed bee phase. 
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Fig. 5 The performances comparative of the proposed methods AHABCBA 

The performances comparative of AHABCBA, based on 

the hybridization number, is found in Figure 5. 

As can be seen in Figure 5 shown above: 

1. The results of AHABCBA hybridized in its three phases 

are equal to the result of AHABCBA hybridized in its 

onlooker bee and employed bee phase. 

2. The results of AHABCBA hybridized in its three phases 

are equal to the result of AHABCBA hybridized in its 

scout bee and employed bee phase. 

3. The results of AHABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee 

and employed bee phase is equal to the result of 

AHABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and employed bee 

phase. 

4. The AHABCBA hybridized in its two phases provided 

better results than the AHABCBA hybridized in its one 

phase. 

5. The AHABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee, and 

employed bee phase provided better results than the 

AHABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and onlooker bee 

phase. 

6. The AHABCBA hybridized in its scout bee, and 

employed bee phase provided better results than the 

AHABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and onlooker bee 

phase. 

7. The AHABCBA hybridized in its scout bee phase 

provided better results than the AHABCBA hybridized in 

its onlooker bee phase or employed bee phase. 

8. The AHABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee phase 

provided better results than the AHABCBA hybridized in 

its employed bee phase. 

The performances comparative of HABCBA with 

AHABCBA, based on the hybridization number, is 

demonstrated in Figure 6.  

 
Fig. 6 The performances comparative of HABCBA with AHABCBA 
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From Figure 6 shown above, one can draw the conclusion 

that: 

1. The HABCBA hybridized in all its phases provided the 

same results as AHABCBA hybridized in all its phases. 

2. The HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and employed 

bee phase provided the same results as the AHABCBA 

hybridized in its scout bee and employed bee phase. 

3. The HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and onlooker 

bee phase provided better results than the AHABCBA 

hybridized in its scout bee and onlooker bee phase. 

4. The AHABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee and 

employed bee phase provided better results than the 

HABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee and employed 

bee phase. 

5. The HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee phase provided 

similar results as the AHABCBA hybridized in its scout 

bee phase. 

6. The HABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee phase 

provided similar results as the AHABCBA hybridized in 

its onlooker bee phase. 

7. The HABCBA hybridized in its employed bee phase 

provided similar results as the AHABCBA hybridized in 

its employed bee phase. 

8. The HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in its scout 

bee phase provided better results than the HABCBA, and 

AHABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee phase. 

9. The HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in its scout 

bee phase provided better results than the HABCBA, and 

AHABCBA hybridized in its employed bee phase. 

10. The HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in its 

onlooker bee phase provided better results than the 

HABCBA, and AHABCBA hybridized in its employed 

bee phase. 

11. The HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in its two 

phases provided better results than the HABCBA, and 

AHABCBA hybridized in its one phase. 

The experiment results demonstrated that the HABCBA 

and AHABCBA had achieved high performance and 

provided better results than others methods in all reference 

instances. A thorough evaluation with other approaches, 

HABCACO [29], HABCPSOGA [31], and HABCGA [32], 

existing in the literature is performed to validate and compare 

the reliability and efficacy of the HABCBA and AHABCBA. 

The comparative study is described in Table 3. 

From Table 3, it can be summarized that: 

1. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in all 

their phases are provided with the same results as the 

methods HABCACO, HABCGA, and HABCPSOGA 

hybridized in all their phases. 

2. The methods HABCBA, AHABCBA, HABCACO, 

HABCGA, and HABCPSOGA hybridized in its three 

phases always provide the best results. 

3. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in its 

scout bee and employed bee phase provided better results 

than the methods HABCACO, HABCGA, and 

HABCPSOGA hybridized in its employed bee and scout 

bee phase. 

4. The method HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and 

onlooker bee phase provided better results than the 

methods HABCACO, HABCGA, and HABCPSOGA 

hybridized in its onlooker bee and scout bee phase. 

5. The method AHABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee 

and employed bee phase provided better results than the 

methods HABCACO, HABCGA, and HABCPSOGA 

hybridized in its onlooker bee and employed bee phase. 

6. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in its 

two phases provided better results than the methods 

HABCACO, and HABCGA hybridized in only one 

phase. 

7. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in its 

scout bee and employed bee phase provides similar 

results as the methods HABCACO, HABCGA, and 

HABCPSOGA hybridized in all its phases. 

8. The method HABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and 

onlooker bee phase provided similar results as the 

methods HABCACO, HABCGA, and HABCPSOGA 

hybridized in all its phases. 

9. The method AHABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee, 

and employed bee phase provided similar results as the 

methods HABCACO, HABCGA, and HABCPSOGA 

hybridized in its three phases. 

10. The method AHABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and 

onlooker bee phase provided similar results as the 

methods HABCACO hybridized in its scout bee and 

onlooker bee phase. 

11. The method AHABCBA hybridized in its scout bee and 

onlooker bee phase provided similar results as the 

methods HABCPSOGA and HABCGA hybridized in its 

employed bee and scout bee phase. 

12. The method HABCBA hybridized in its onlooker bee and 

employed bee phase provides similar results to the 

methods HABCACO hybridized in its onlooker bee and 

employed bee phase. 

13. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the scout bee phase provided similar results as the 

methods HABCACO hybridized in its scout bee phase. 

14. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the scout bee phase provided better results than the 

methods HABCGA hybridized in its scout bee phase. 

15. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the scout bee phase provided better results than the 

methods HABCACO and HABCGA hybridized in the 

onlooker bee phase. 

16. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the scout bee phase provided better results than the 

methods HABCACO, and HABCGA hybridized in the 

employed bee phase. 

17. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the onlooker bee phase provided similar results as the 
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methods HABCACO hybridized in the onlooker bee 

phase. 

18. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the onlooker bee phase provided better results than the 

methods HABCGA hybridized in the same phase 

(onlooker bee phase). 

19. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the onlooker bee phase provided better results than the 

methods HABCACO, and HABCGA hybridized in the 

employed bee phase. 

20. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the onlooker bee phase provided better results than the 

methods HABCGA hybridized in the scout bee phase. 

21. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the employed bee phase provide similar results to those 

HABCACO hybridized in the employed bee phase. 

22. The methods HABCBA and AHABCBA hybridized in 

the employed bee phase provided better results than the 

methods HABCGA hybridized in the onlooker bee phase. 

The experimental results confirmed that the suggested 

HABCBA and AHABCBA methods achieved greater 

precision and efficacy than the existing hybrid methods and 

have been highly effective in solving job shop scheduling 

problems. The study's primary limitation is that it focused 

only on reducing the total time needed to complete all the jobs 

at Cmax. 
 

Table 3. The Comparative Study of the HABCBA and AHABCBA With Other Methods 

  
Employed 

bee phase 

Onlooker 

bee phase 

Scout bee 

phase 

Hybridation 

number 

% Benchmark 

Instances Solved 
Ranking  

 
HABCBA3 BA BA BA 3 100,00% 1  

HABCBA5  BA BA 2 100,00% 1  

HABCBA7 BA  BA 2 100,00% 1  

AHABCBA2 BA BA  2 100,00% 1  

AHABCBA3 BA BA BA 3 100,00% 1  

AHABCBA7 BA  BA 2 100,00% 1  

HABCPSOGA2 GA GA PSO 3 100,00% 1  

HABCGA3 GA GA GA 3 100,00% 1  

HABCACO3 ACO ACO ACO 3 100,00% 1  

HABCPSOGA6 GA PSO GA 3 100,00% 1  

HABCPSOGA9 PSO GA GA 3 100,00% 1  

HABCGA2 GA GA  2 99,80% 2  

HABCPSOGA3 GA  PSO 2 99,20% 3  

HABCACO7 ACO  ACO 2 99,20% 3  

HABCPSOGA7 PSO GA  2 98,48% 4  

AHABCBA5  BA BA 2 98,40% 5  

HABCGA7 GA  GA 2 98,40% 5  

HABCPSOGA8 PSO  GA 2 98,40% 5  

HABCACO5  ACO ACO 2 98,40% 5  

HABCACO2 ACO ACO  2 98,00% 6  

HABCBA2 BA BA  2 98,00% 6  

HABCPSOGA1  GA PSO 2 97,90% 7  

HABCPSOGA5  PSO GA 2 97,85% 8  

HABCPSOGA4 GA PSO  2 97,50% 9  

HABCGA5  GA GA 2 96,93% 10  

HABCBA6   BA 1 96,80% 11  

AHABCBA6   BA 1 96,80% 11  

HABCACO6   ACO 1 96,80% 11  

HABCACO4  ACO  1 96,00% 12  

HABCBA4  BA  1 96,00% 12  

AHABCBA4  BA  1 96,00% 12  

HABCGA1 GA   1 95,48% 13  

HABCGA6   GA 1 95,35% 14  

HABCACO1 ACO   1 94,80% 15  

HABCBA1 BA   1 94,80% 15  

AHABCBA1 BA   1 94,80% 15  

HABCGA4  GA  1 94,03% 16   
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5. Conclusion 
Nature-inspired optimization methods have been 

demonstrated to be very successful in solving many difficult 

optimization issues in different fields, but there are still a few 

challenging problems. The researchers dig deeply into hybrid 

nature-inspired optimization methods to get more efficient 

solutions for NP-difficult problems. 

Job shop scheduling problems are difficult to solve due 

to their NP-Hard complexity; solving these kinds of problems 

makes manufacturing companies more competitive. 

Advanced and powerful hybrid nature-inspired optimization 

methods are required for maximum efficiency in solving job 

shop scheduling problems. 

In this article, the authors have developed novel, nature-

inspired, multi-hybrid methods known as HABCBA and 

AHABCBA. They are established based on the hybridization 

of ABC and BA in different ways to produce optimum or 

near-optimum solutions to job-shop scheduling issues. These 

advanced methods combine the advantages of the ABC and 

the BA and perform their efficiency by balancing the 

exploration and the exploitation activities in order to find the 

optimal solution and overcome the drawbacks of the ABC 

and the BA. 

The proposed methods are reviewed to assess their 

performances and effectiveness using all well-known 

reference instances of the classical OR library. The 

experimental findings have revealed that the HABCBA and 

AHABCBA provided good results in all well-known 

reference instances and demonstrated satisfactory 

exploration, exploitation, and convergence features. 

An extensive comparison with other HABCACO, 

HABCPSOGA, and HABCGA approaches existing in the 

literature is conducted to validate and compare the reliability 

and efficiency of the HABCBA and AHABCBA. The 

comparative study has shown that the proposed advanced 

hybrid methods provided better results than the HABCACO, 

HABCPSOGA, and HABCGA in terms of the total number 

of efficiently resolved reference instances and the quality of 

the results. The advanced hybrid methods HABCBA and 

AHABCBA were more efficient and powerful than these 

hybrid approaches accessible in the literature. 

The authors plan to develop new intelligent and robust 

hybrid methods for solving NP-Hard problems as part of 

future research. 
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